Show your support for the SAG-AFTRA Foundation’s new home in New York City - The Robin Williams Center for Entertainment and Media - by naming a theater seat for yourself or someone special. Seat naming is a wonderful gift and a lasting tribute. Each name will be engraved on a plaque affixed to one of the 150 seats available. Name a seat and become a patron of the Robin Williams Center today!

Three levels of seat donations:
- Seat location A-D: $2,000
- Seat location E-H: $1,000
- Seat location J-L: $750

Your generous donation is 100% tax deductible and will be used to support the operations and programming of the Robin Williams Center for the next 20 years.

-To name your seat and for additional naming opportunities: JON-MICHAEL HICE | DIRECTOR OF GRANTS AND GIFTS JHICE@SAGAFTRA.FOUNDATION | 323-549-6430